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Abstract

(;ell-satisfaction in multi-agent environments via
coalition formation may be beneficial in cases where
agents cannot perform goals by themselves or they do
so inefficiently. Agent coalition forn|alkm typically
requires that each agent must be a member of only
Olle coalition. This may lead to wasted resources alld
capabilities. Therefore, we. present algorithms that
lead agents to the formation of overlapping t:oMition~,
where each coalition is assigned a goal. The algo-
rithms we present arc. appropriate for agents working
as a Distributed l)rolflem Solving system in non-super-
additive environments. Th(.y arc: any-time distributed
Mgorithms with a low computational complexity and
low ratio-bound.

Introduction
Goal-satisfaction in mull,i-agent environments via
coalition formation may I)e lliore |,t+neficia[ in cases
where agents cannot perform goals by themselves or
they do so inefficiently. Th,.. typical approacl, t.o
agent coalition forrnation requires that each Agent br
a member of only one coalition. Ilowever. c,verlapping
coalitions, where nmltiple ntomberships are allowed.
lilly improve the utilization of rt.SOllrCps, thus im-
proving the goal-performing efficiency and increasing
Ihe oulconle o1" agent-systems. We Im’S,’nt algorithms
thai enable coalilion-formalion for distribuh’d goal-
satisfaction, where goals have precedence, ord,.r and
agents have no c++ntral Authority. which provide sttb-
optimal solutions with a low complexity. The major
differences of our approach fl’om the (’Olllllll)ll coalit ion
lbrmation reel, hods employed in DAI (Zlotkin & Ros,’n-
schein 1994; Ketchl)el l,q.q4: Sandholnl &’ l,esser l.t).t)5;
Shehory & Kraus 19,,)5) aml in galttt, th,,ory (Zhou
199,1; Kahan ,k" I{apol)ort 198-1) art, 1he concepts 
overlapping coalitions and goals" precpth,nce order.

In (Shehory ,k" Kraus 1!195) a coalition formation
procedur,, for agents Jr, ;t Distributed Pr~.,I,lem Solv-
ing systt.m wt~ presrnt,,d. Ther,’. dynamically alter-

*’[’his n|itteri;d is ba.,~o<l upon work supported in part
by the NSF under (;rant No. 11{i-9,123967 and the lsra++li
Science Ministry grant Nu. I;2.";8.

nating inter-related coalitional wdues were pr,,s,,med.
We adopt this approach and ~uhl to it. the overlaplfing
coalitions approach anti the proced,,nce-ordered goals
concept. This combination leads to a lnore realistic
multi-agent model. We present coalition formation al-
gorith,ns, where each coalition is assigned a goal. ()ur
algorithms arc based on ++ combinatiou of a cotnhinato-
rial algorithnfic Approach and eonc,,pts from Ol,erat ions
research with autonomous ag,mts and ,listribut~.,I or,re-
puting systems n,ethods. The resulling, possibly ow,r-
lapping, coalitions may increasc+ the 1,en,,fits of ag<,nt-
systems as compared to the case of disjoint coalitions.
~We COllcent.rato Oil pllvirollllltqlt8 which are not lleCOS-

sarily super-additive ((’,OIIIP, Miceli, ,k" (’astelf’ra].chi
1991). Non-super-additivity may arise wh,,n adding 
new agent to the coalit.ion is cost.ly t . and as the siz,.
of the coalilio|, i|,cr,.ases, it lu.con,os h’ss heneficial l.~
forth it. Such environments are more challengiitg and
realistic in DP.q systems (se~.. b,.,Iow), where~Ls c,,,,p,.ra-
tion within a DI’S system in a super-additiv,, environ-
ment will most probably yield the grand coalit i¢,nu.

Related work
S,.v,,ral solutions to the coalition fornmtion l~robl,’lJl
have I,een suggested by I)AI researchers, conc,,ntrat-
in~ or, the case of super-addil.iv,, ,,nvironnwnts v.g.
(Kelchpcl 199,1; Zlotkin ,k" ltosensch~qn 1.9!),i). Most 
t l,eso solutions address .Muhi-Agent Syst,,ms (.M:XS).
where each agellt tries to increase its c~wn perstJilal
utility via cooperation (Shehory ,L" Kraus l.tl.qii). W,’
presel,t coalition fornlation algoritln,,s which ar,, al.,-
propriate for the I)istrihutod Prol~h,m Solving (I)PS)
cases, where the agents cooperale in order to iltCl’C;LSv
the uutcome of tile systetn (Shehory &" Kraus 1.q95).
In addition, our solution is most apl,rol,riale fi,r non-
super-additive domains a.s previously slated.

In (Samlholm & I,esser l,q.qS), a coalition f-rn,ali,,n
mod,’l for bound,.d-rational agvnts and a gel,,.ral ,’h,.-..,i-
lication of coalit ion ga||ies is presented. There. a cc,ali-

t Such costs may arise front the in! ra-coalit.ion coordina-
Lion a lid COIlllTlllnicil.tiotl <’t)st.s: th,.st, increas, will, I It,. ,izv
of the cualition.

Z’l’hr t4raml coalition inclu<lvs all of the agVlllr,.
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tion value depends on the computation time. We also
allow for varying coalitional values. However, we con-
sider cases ill which values vary with respect to the
resource-consumption by previously-formed coalitions.

DPS systems in which tasks are allocated to agents
have been discussed previously, e.g., the Contract Net
Protocol (CNP)(Smith 1980). In the CNP. goals 
allocated to single agents and a procedure for goal-
partitioning is necessary. Tile CNP allows for sitigle
agents to perform more than one sub-goal. This is
similar to our approach as we, too, allow that agents
will be involved in the performance of more than one
goal. tlowever, we solve the problem of assigning
goals to coalitions of agents. In cases where single
agents cannot satisfy goals by themselves and goals
cannot be partitioned, or the partition is computation-
ally too complex, close cooperation is required, prefer-
ably within coalitions.

DAI research has previously addressed the prob-
lem of tasks with precedence order and of overlap-
ping problem solvers, as in (Durfee, Lesser, & Corkill
1988). There, coordination is based on an organiza-
tional view of node activity, where each node acts sub-

¯ject to its local control, solving sub-geMs of the global
goal. The organizational view implicitly resembles the
idea of a coalition. However, i)urfee et al do not discuss
coalitions nor do they address the problem of forming
groups of nodes to improve the overall performance of
goals.

Game theory provides an analysis of the possibh..
coalitions that shall form as a result of a coalition for-
mation process, and what the resulting disbursements
to tile agents shall be, assuming no multiple mem-
berships in coalitions, e.g., (Rapoport 1970). How-
ever, game theory does not provide the algorithms
for coalition formation. Given a coalitional config-
uration, game theory usually concentrates on check-
ing its stability or its fairness and on the calculation
of the corresponding payments. Game theory rarely
takes into consideration the comnmnication costs and
limited computation time. and the solutions are not
distribut,,d. We are particularly interested in the dis-
tributed coalition formation mechanism. We also seek
a dynamic evaluation of the coalitions, where game the-
ory usually provides a static evaluation, and we allow
agents to I)e ntembers of more than one coalii.ion.

(’.oalition tbrmation where coalitions may ow, rlap
can be approached as a Set (:overing Problem (S(.’P).
Exact solutions and approxirnations to SCP have been
proposed in tile fields of operations research, coml)i-
natorial algorithms, and graph theory (Balls ,(" Pad-
berg 1975: f’.h ristofides & Korman 1975; (’heat al I .q79).
However. the solutions that haw’ been prol~osed are
inappropriate for the problem of coalition formation
among agents (se~ the set cowring sect.i~n).

I)istributod conlputing systems (I)CS) research 
dealt with problems of task allocation with prom.-
den,:e order. Optimal solutions were pr()vid*d only

for strongly constrained cases of two-processor systems
(e.g. (Coffman & Graham 1972)). The general prob-
lem is NP-complete, but some approximation also-
rithms (Wang & Tsai 1988) provide good solutions for
the multi-processor system as in (Chen & Yur 1990).
There, the suggested solution is aimed at reducing the
task turnaround time. The minimization of the task
turnaround time is the main objective of task assign-
meat within distributed computing systems. In onr
paper, the main issue is the development of a task al-
location that will increase the benefits of the agent-
system, and not necessarily reduce the execution time.

Research on the Loading Time Scheduling Prob-
lem (UI’SP) (Bhatia, Khuller, & Naor 1995) presents
approximation algorithms for precedence-ordered task
execution in cases where tasks may be performed. The
main factor in the LTSP is the loading time of the first
task in a sequence of tasks on a specific machine, while
we discuss neither the loading time nor the effect of
task-sequences on a single agent. The differences of
our case from the DCS research requires another ap-
proach, as we present below.

Problem representation

The problem we solve in this paper is that of the for-
marion of overlapping coalitions for goal-satisfaction
among autonomous agents in a I)PS system, where
goals may have a precedence order. Subject to this
precedence order, the system as a whole nmst seek
maximal goal-satisfaction, thus maxinfizing its ben-
efits. There is no central authority that distributes
the goals among the agents. An efficient allocation is
achieved via the forrnation of overlapping coalitions.

We demonstrate the problem using a Blocks’ World
domain as in the figure below. The blocks are of vari-
ous sizes (for simplicity, we consider the case of a unit-
block and a row of attached unit-blocks}. Each unit-
block weighs one weight unit. The blocks should be
moved from the initial configuration to the final conlig-
uration. This should be done by a group of agents, each
capable of lifting a limited weight (e.g., 2 weight units}
and inoving it. aside as much ms necessary¯ Each block
can be carried by a limited number of agents (due to
physical lirnitations). We do not discuss the planning
problem but assume a pre-given plan. This plan shall
divide the goal into subgoals with a precedence order.
Such subgoals, which are part of the global plan, are
presented in the figure t)elow. One cannot place block
C before blocks A and B are properly located. In ad-
dition, cooperation among agents is necessary. Block
f’ cannot be lifted by less than "2 agents, llowever, 4
agents can do so but less efficiently, due to coordination
costs, and 20 of them will be far too many. Obviously,
any member of the group that places block C may be
a member of a group that places A or B. Howev,’r. if
the agents have a limited amount of fllel, they may run
out after performing a s,-’t of goals, and therefore they
cannot be l)art of all working groups.
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Another exantplo of our l)roblem is that of a trails-
pol’t at.ion firm. Transl)ort.ation systems have been cx-
tensiw.ly used ~m exaruplcs for I)I)S sysl.,,ms, ,..g.. in
(Wellman 1992; Sandhohn 1993). The firm possesses
alttonomous aml aul.otnatod airborn,., naval and ter-
rain w,hicl,,s which we r,’fi.r to as ag.~.nts. The a.im
of the tirm is to provid,, a variety of transportation
services via its agents. Each individual agent is capa-
ble of performing limited transportation goals by its,’lf.
Itowever, some goals cannot, be perfbrmod by a singl,.
agent. The agents differ in their capabilities, i.,.., in
the method by whicl, they perform deliw’ries, iu tht’
siz,’, volume and weight of fr,,ighls that they can all’-
liver, in the transportation spe,.d ;tad ill its c,,st.s. 111
cas,’s where agents cannot p,~rform a given transporta-
tion goal by thetns(.lw’s, cooperaticm is m:o.ssary. The
agents shall tbrm coalitions that will perform a trans-
portation goal cooperatively. Some coalitions are u-t
abh’ to perform cerlain goals, and sos," goals ca.nllot b,.
perfornwd unless other goals hay,’ bo¢.n satisfied pre-
vie,sly. The benefits that may arise, from the Iwrfor-
manc~, of a sp~,cific goal depend on the c~,aliti~Ju thai
perforlns this goal. This is a rcs,h of ,liffer,.nt perfor-
mance efficiency m~d costs.

For example, suppose that a goal of taking lO pas-
sengers from Mirabel to Dorval ha.,- b,,,,n ord,’r,-’,.I. This
may be l-’rfornwd by sev¢.ral privat,. ,’ars or I,y a sin-
gl, ~ helicol~ler. However, using a h,.licoptt,r in s,ch a
case will prol)aldy cost um(’h r,tor,.’ tl,at, using l,rivat.~’
cars an,I t.ak, ~ approxinmtely the saln,, amc, unt of time
(dl,,’ to flight constraints and regulations). "rlwrefore.
the most aI, t,ropriat,, coalition in su,’h a cas,. is a ,’oali-
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tion of private cars. This coalition shall be such that
it consists of the optimal munber of cars as per the
nulnber of passengers. An excess of agents in t I,e coali-
tion may be costly either for the coalition m,,mbcrs or
for the system ~ a whole, or both. This is tlu~, to
the communication, coordination and intt,rnal organi-
zation costs, both for the formation of l.he (’(Jalition
and for its maintenance. These costs are an a.scemling
function of tlw coalition size. llence, adding r,’,hwdant
members l.O a coalition and the resuhing ineffieiem use
of tlw resourc(’s are costly for th,’ coalition and for t.he
agent-system.

Suppose now that anoth,:r orth-, ¯ wa.s accepted, ac-
cording to which 30 suitcases shall be deliw.r,.d from
.Mirabel to l)orval. One sumll truck cresol perfi)rnl
this goal, whereas two small trucks are sutficient.
Therefore. a coalition that consists of two small trucks
can be t’ormed to I)crforn, this goal. However. if some
of the private cars which are involw,d in the previ-
ous coalition carry 2 suitcases each, lh,,n the remain-
ing suitcases can be delivered by a singl,’ small truck.
IlencP. such an ow.rlapping c¢,aliti,m will be th,. line, st
bonc|icial i,n this ease.

Th," transport alien firm may have many agents, and
tht.refore a central autl,ority for coalition t’urmation
may be too costly in time and comput.atioual efforts.
Th.s, ,,sing a distritn,t.ed goal allocation mecha,,is,,,
rather tim,, a c,,ntralizt,d one may b,., advatitagPol,s.
111 such cast-s goal allocatiop aml co,~l,,ratiot, shall be
d,.,cided upon locally. To maximize its bemqits, the
firnl shall attempt to sal.isfy as many transl,,rtation
orders as possible. -rheref’or,~. tht. lirm shall i,rovid~.
its ag,,nts with a simlde, but also cllicient, algorithm
lliat will enable the for,t,atiol, Of coalitions of agu,,ts.
’l’his algorithm shall I’.-’ used by Ih,’ agt.tlts il, eas,’s
where goals cannot b,, satisfied in,lividually, or when
coops’ration is mort. benellcial.

The presented l.ransportatiou problem is gen,.raliz,M
in lhis paper. We provide algorithms for the, alloca-
tion of goals to agents via the formatioo of eoalitions.
We show that th,- algorithms an. simph, to i,nph’m~.nt.
hi.lye’ a short ruu-tinw (hone,. cat| I.. ,IS,’t] as a n’cal-
tin.’ method), and yield re.,.ults whi,:t, art’ close t,~ lilt,
opt imal rosu Its.

The environment
Wt’ aSSllt,le that ag,+l,tS <’all e(’ll,lttll.,I,i(’alP, noKoliatP

;tn,I mak,’ agrt.,.rnt.nts (Werm’r I!)ng). "I’o ,.n,phasize
t.]l," ,ton-SUl)er-a(Iditiv~ prol)(’rty c,l" th,. Ptlvirt,liittiq,l’

with wl,ich w,, ,leal, w,’ assume that the mhlili, al of
agents to a coalition is costly, and therefiJr,, expand-
ing coalitions may t,,, i,cm-l)el,elit’ial :~. Without this
assuml.)tion, in th(, ca.s,: of ov,.rlapl,ing coalit iui,s. I I.,
.u, raml coaliti()n as a coalition th;u in(’hld,.s all t,f tit,,

~l’he source of this ad(liliunid ¢’usl i:-, usually the (oln-
m,.ication and ,’oordination activili,.s, which /4row with
the size. of (’(millions.
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overlapping coalitions within it. will form.

Definitions
We recall definitions from (Shehory & Kraus 1995),
partially modifying them for the case of overlapping
coalitions. N = {,41.A2,. .... -ln}, a set of n agents,
where A; has a vector of real non-negative capabil-
ities B; = (b~ ..... b~). A capability quantifies
the ability to perform a specific action. An evalua-
tion function that transforms the capability units into
monetary units is attached to each capability type.
G = {gl,g’~ ..... gin} is a set of m goals where each
goal g requires Bg = (b~ ..... b~) for its satisfaction.

There may be occasions where g./ cannot be per-
formed unless gi has already been satisfied. This is
generalized by a partial precedence order between the
goals, gl, "< gl~ _ .-. _ gl..,-..,gk, "~ gA-. "< ... "<
gk,~. where gi "~ g.i means that gi is the prech’cess~
of gj and gj is the successor of gi in the performance
order. The precedence order and the resource con-
sumption are the only dependencies that we assume.
This restricts our solution to cases where no other ex-
plicit dependencies exist (this is appropriate for vari-

¯ ous domains, including the Blocks’ world and several
transport ation domains).

A coalition can be defined as a group of agents that
have decided to cooperate in order to achit, vea com-
mon goal. We assume that. a coalition can work on a
single goal at a time. but each agent can be a member
of more than one coalition, thus increasing its ability
to use its resources for goal satisfaction. A coalition
(’ has a vector of capabilities B+ which is the sum of
the capabilities that the coalition members contribute
to this specific coalition. Note that this sum is not
the sum of all of the capabilities of the members, be-
cause agents may contribute their capabilities to more
than one coalition. A coalition (+ can satis~’ g only
if .q has no unsatisfied predecessors and Bg satisfies
V l<i<~ .b~ _< b~’. Eacll coalition C has a value V
which is the joint utility that the members of C can
r+,ach by cooperating via coalitional activity for satisfy-
ing a specific goal4. The coalitiolml value ~" is directly
affected by the capabilities that the members of the
coalition contribute to it., the precedence order of the
goals and the number of members of the coalition. The
method according Io which the agents decide how to
partition their capabilities between coalitions in which
they are memhers, shall be provided in the coalition
formation algorithm. ’Ib conform with common rep-
resentation, we may use the coalitional cost e = ~..
instead of V. The group rationality (as described Iw-
low). which leads agents Io I ry to increase t’. likewise
leads them to try to r,.,duce c.

We assume Ihat the agents are group-ralional. That

4This notion of coalitional value i., dilferent from the
notion of game theury coalitional value, since it depends
on the <’oalitional configuration and on the goal aUocation.

is, they join a coalition only if they benefit as a coali-
tion at least as much as the sum of their personal bene-
fits outside of it (Harsanyi 1977; Rapoport 1970). The
agents benefit if they satisfy" goals. Group rational-
ity is necessary to assure that whenever agents form
a coalition, they increase the system’s outcome, which
is the sum of the coalitional outcomes. We also as-
sume that each agent tries to maximize the common
utility. Group rationality does not necessarily entail a
super-additive environment, in which rational agcnts
will prefer the grand coalition (Shapley 1953) over all
other coalitions. Our solution is appropriate for non-
super-additive environments.

More assumptions are as follows: We assume that
the agent-population does not change during the coali-
tion formation process. We do not assume complete
information. That is, all of the agents must know
about all of the goals and the other agents, however
only coalition members must know all of the details
requiled for satis~’ing a specific goal. In addition, the
details of the intra-coalitional activity are not neces-
sary for agents outside of the coalition. We do not
assume clock synchronization among the agents. That
is. in order to decide whidl agent will perform what
action, the agents do not have to know precisely when
other agents will act. Nevertheless, significant time
difl’~rences between the agents’ clocks may reduce the
etflciency of the overall goal satisfaction.

l.’ormally, given (7 = {gl ..... gm} with an (optional)
precedence order and N = {Aa ..... A,,} with their ca-
pabilities; we are interested in an assignment of goals to
coalitions Ci C N such that ~i ~] (the total outcome)
is maximal and the precedence order is respected.

Set Covering

Since goal satisfaction by agents may be approached
a.s a problem of assigning goals to coalitions of agents.
the partit ion of the agents into coalitions becomes the
main issue. This partition is similar to the set covering
probi,-m.

Set covering entails the partition of a set into possi-
lily overlapping subgroups, and the set cow,ring prob-
I,~rn is finding such a partition that has a minimal cost.
l"ormally, given N = {+’11 ..... An} a set of elements
and ._’:,’ = {(-’t .... , Cm} a set. of subsets of N, such that
(’j C_ N and 5; C 2N: a set-cover is any S" C_ S such
that [,.J(’,es, (’j = N. The members of S’ are the cov-
ering sets. The cost of a cover S’ is ~c,es’ ej where

c i > 0 is the cost of C). The set covering problem
entails fimling Ihe cover with the minimal cost (Balas
&" Padberg I.q75).

Tl,’ S(’I’ is NP-complete (Cormen, Leiserson. 
Rivest 1990). Several algorithms that result, in
a sub-optimal solutions haw’ been suggested, e.g..
(Christofides & Korn,an 1975; Balas & Padberg 1~.175;
(’hvatal 1979). The algorithm of (’hvatal ((’hvatal
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1979), for example, has a logarittmlic ratio bounds.
That is, for any reasonable n, the derived solution is
not too far from the optimal on(,. The implenmnta!ion
of these algorithms for multi-agent coalition formation
is problematic: the SCP discusses only a small pre-
giwut set of subsets, and in the case of agents, the
number of possible coalitions is 2u (hence, we need
heuristics for reducing this number); agents do not
necessarily try to increase the common benefii.s of the
group; the algorithms for Sf.:P are centralized, whereas
we seek a distributed algorithm: the S( ’.P algorithms do
not refer I.o cases with precedence order between the
chosen subgroups. Despite the deficiencies indicated
above, we shall try to borrow some of the properties of
the Chvatal algorithm.

Coalition-formation for non-precedence
goals

We present helow a greedy distribl,ted coalition forma-
tion algorithm, based on S(~P approximated solutions
which ther,.,fore has a low ratio bound. It was designed
for th,’ special case of alltOllOmOUS agt,nts ill a non-
cooperative environment that work as a DPS system
(i.e.. they try to act ill order to increase the perfor-
mane’ anti the ben,,[its of th," system as a whole). Tilt,
algorithm is an any-time algorithm, i.e.. if stopped be-
for,., normally terminated, it still provides the agents
with a sohttion that is hett.er than their initial state.

Tim sohltion of tim set covering problt.nL in the cast.
of autonomous agents is exponentially complex du,’
to the number of possible coalitions. A rocluction in
this nt,mb~,r can be achieved either by restrictions of
tile sp,~cific problenl und,’r inw.stigatitm, or via lim-
iting h,.uristics, lu case uo sp,..¢ilic limitations ac-
(’rue fron, tile properties of the specific pr(,I)lent, 
recommend prefi,rring small sized coalitions. W,’ .ius-
tit~: such heuristics by the associated cost-estiutation:
comnmnicat ion and computation-t ime are costly: small
sized coalitions shall require fewer such operations and
therefore shall be more economical to design, form and
maim sin and hen,’,, art, prel’orabl,,. Tiles,. heuristic.,, are
imph,m,,nte,l in our algorithm by an integer k which
denotes the highest coalitional size allowed or possibl,..
The resuh ing mtmber (,f coalitions is O(n/~ ). which is 
polynomial number in n. However, this does not trivi-
alize the i)rohlem since evell with such restrictions the
problem remains NP-contplete.

The distribution of the calculations

Prior to calculation of the coalitional vahws and for-
mati¢,n ell hp coalitions, tim agcrllS UltISt disl.rilmt,, the
calculations among themselves. Each agent .It shall
conduct the following preliminary steps:

"An approximation algorithm h)r a probh.m ha.- a ratit)
bound pin) if p(n) i.., smaller than the ratio bt.twven 
optimal cos! ;tad the approximated cosl.
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1. Calculate all of the permutations that inch,l,, up to
k agents including Ai.

2. Form a list Li of the permutations. This is the list
of the potential coalitions of A,.

3. Contact the agents which are ntemlwrs of th,, po-
tential coalitions in Li and haw. not yet contacted
youe;.

¯ 1. For each agent Ai that you have contacted, imrform
the following:

¯ Locate information abolll :lj’s capabilities (i.e..
retrieve Bs" ).

¯ Commit to the calculation of th," coalitionM values
of all of tile coalitions in Li in which both Ai Slid
..lj aro lneln])ers.

5. For each agent that ha.s contacted you. erase from
Li all of tire comnmn potential coalitions.

6. To avoid redundant contacts, save a list f.(’i of
agents that either conta, cted yell or were contacted
by you. Avoid contacting |.he agents (,n the list LC’,.

7. Repeat contacting other agents until L(’i :: .V ..
{Ai} (i.e., no more agents to contact).

The calculation of coalitional values
Aftt.r the prelintinary stag,,. -ach agvnt ..|, has a lisl
Li of potential coalitions for which it had conunitted
to rvpeatedly calculate th,, values. In addition...I, has
all of the mwossary infer,nation at,out th,.. capal,ilitios
of the tlleml),,rs of these coalitions, and it updates l.hv
ivformation if n,.c,,ssary. Now, in ord,.r to calculate
the values of the coaliiions ou its lisl Li. path agvlfl Ai
shall perforrll the following st,’l,S:
Luop artd for (’ach coaliti(m (" ou [isl Li. perl~;rm:

I. C.alculate the coalitional pot,.ntial capabiliti,.s v,.e-
t-r B!:¢, by summing up tire unused eapal~iliti,.s ,)f
th,. mevlb,~rs of tim coalition7. F<,rnu,lly. Iii"" =

~-,..’t,e(" Bi.
~. Form a Its! /-’,. of the eXl,OCte.l outcum,.s of tilt. goals

in ¢; when (" port;)rms them. V!I E (;. I,(’rl’orm:

¯ ("Olllparp Ii a to B~’". and thus [irld the goals tltat
(’an bp sat.islied I,y coalition C.

¯ If Vi. b~T E H,, .< bl.,. E t3!.’". (i.e.. g ,’an I,,. satisli,’d
hy (’). calculate fs expected outconlp % with r,’-
spect to Ic’l, by ,’alcldating the mcmt.t;try valm.s
of all of its required capahiliti,.,s as ,’xpressed in
lig. summing them and sul)tra,’ting t],. imernal
cot)Minatiol, costs. This is the expect,’(I Ollteonle
~. wlmn c(.,alilion (’ performs .q. I)ul r:~ in /;’...

3. Tit,, maximal oxpect,.(l ,Jtltconlvs elf list /-,. will t,,,
tile coalitmnal vallw I (’alculnle c. = i,.

¢;’rhk-can be recognized hy the sendhl~ lime. wlli~’h ,’;u,
be atlached Io any [llO,~a~(..

rNole thai t.lfis .-urn i.- m~l H., thv c~mfilional v,.rtor of
caps bilit iPs.
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Having calculated the coalitional values and costs,
the agents can proceed to the next stage of the coalition
formation procedure.

The construction of coalition
configurations

In this stage, in each iteration of the algorithm, the
agents decide step-by-step which coalition should be
preferred and formed, and the coalitional configura-
tion is gradually achieved. At the end of the first stage
of the algorithm, each agent Ai will have a list Li of
coalitions and their values and costs which it had cal-
culated. At the second stage, the agents shall form
coalitions. Each agent .4; shall iteratively perform the
following:

1. Locate in Li tile coalition (.:j that has the smallest
cost. ej.

2. Announce the coalitional cost cj that it has located.

3. Choose tile lowest among all of the allnollnced coali-
tional costs. This ctou, will be chosen by all agents.
The corresponding coalition Crow and goal gtot,, shall
be selected as well. The value of gto,,, is l

~ltaw "

4. If you are a menaber of the chosen coalition Crow,
join the other members of Cto,,. and form the selected
coalition.

5. Erase from G the goal according to which the value
of the n,~wly-formed (.),,~ has been cah’vlated.

6. Update the capability-vectors of all of the members
of (:t,~,,. according to their contribution to the goal-
satisfaction.

"rh,, above procedures of calculating coalitional values
and costs, selecting tile preferrt-d coalitions and form-
ing them will be repeated until there are no mow goals
to be performed or none of the possible coalitions is
beneficial. We enlphasize that the coalitional values
must be re-calculated ill ewzry iteration because they
are affected by the coalitional configuration. This is be-
cause whenew,r a coalition is formed, a goal is erased
from (;. the goals" set. and the capability-vectors are
updated. This means that all of the coalitional val-
ues that were calculated with respect to this specific
goal or with r,’spect to tile capabilities of the involved
agents are no longer correct and nlusl 1)o re-calculated.

Quality assessment

An important property of the algorithm above is its
logarithmic ratio bound. E~tch time a coalition ¢’j
forms, its cost % is added to ct,,t, the total cost of
thv solution. "I’o express the ratio bound by the sam,,
notions as in (Shehory &" Kraus 1995), we must de-
fine th(, agent weight a’~ for th,., case of overlapping
coalitions, ll,,re, only agents who join a new coalition
for the first time are considered for weight calculation.
The llUlllber of m’w Itlelllbers ill a coalition Ci is de-
holed hy zi. "l’ho agc.nt’s weighl, is the ratio between

the coalition cost ci and zi, i.e., u,i = e., The total
~m

cost of the solution etot is the sum of the weights of all
of the agents. In the final coalitional configuration. C
is given by:

= Z ",-< Z Z i1)
CjEC.* A,ECj

where C* is the optimal coalitional configuration. Since
for any coalition C.j, the sum above is bounded as fol-
lows:

We can conclude from (1), (2), and (3) 

(3)

ma~_~Cil) L
I < .

- (4)~,o, <_ ~_, cj 7 c,o, i
(’ifiC* i=1 i=l

Hence, we derive the ratio bound
max(lCj [ )

Ctot
Z

1
p=. < - (.5)

Ct°t -- i=1 i
This ratio bound grows logarithmically with the size of
the coalitions. Since we determined the maxinlum per-
mitted coalitional size. we simultaneously limited the
ratio bound to being a constant. Without this limita-
tion, th,’ bound grows to infinity, although very slowly.
Note that this ratio-bound is not different fronl the one
presented ill (Shehory & Kraus 199.5). However. the
bound represents the worst case. In the average anti
best cases, where the overlapping ability improves the
resource allocation with respect to the non-overlapping
ease, the results will correspondingly be better, as sim-
ulation results confirm (to be published in a future pa-
per).

Complexity
In addition to the quality of the solution with respect
to the optimal solution (given k), the computation and
conmlunication complexities shall be examined. The
calculation all of the relevant permutations of agents
requires O(nP) computation operations. During the
first stage the agents contact one another; each of them
contacts up to n - I agents. The awrrage number per
agent is O(1) but, considering the worst case, the com-
munication comph:xity per agent at tile coalitional-
values cah’ulation stage is O(n).

In ~ach iteration, after the value-calculation, I(;’l
coalit ions are formed to satis~’ all of the goalss.

a.Note that w,. a.-sume that the platnning for partitioning
goals into sub-goals is given, and therefore the calculation
of coalitional vMues is not as complicated as in [Sandholm
& Lesser 19.(15I.
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1"he overall number of" computation operations is
therefore of order O(nk ¯ [G[). Assnming that tile num-
ber of capabilities depends neither on the number of
agents nor on the nulnber of goals, each a.~signment
operation requires O(1) operations, llowever, the cou-
stant here may be large.

Choosing the largest, value is of order of the mun-
bet of coalitions, i.e., O(nk) computations. The two
processes of cMculat.ing coalitional values and choosing
coalitions may" proceed tip to ]G] times. The resulting
conmu,nicatkm complexity is O(n. ICl).

To summarize, the computational complexity is of
order O(nt". ]G]) and lhe communicat ion comph’xil y 
of order O(n. IclL both on the part of the agent.

Goals with precedence order
In cases where goals have predecessors, each goal (’an
be satisti,.’d only if all of its predecessors are performed
previously. Iience. oilr algorithm requires that the
choice of a goal implies the choice of all of its predeces-
sors. We denote by P:+ tim set. of g and its pr,.th,cessors.
The choice of g will depen(I on the costs of. and lhe
benefits from, the formation of coalitions that perform
all of the goals in P:t.

Modifications to the algorithm

In the original i)roblem the agents form coalitions it-
el’at ively, i.e.. on~ coalition in each iteration, to satisfy
the single goal g that currently appears nlost bene-
l’icial, hi the precedence-order case. th,: agents shall
forni several co.alitions in each iteration, to l),’rform all
of the goals iu tile specific set f~.. which appears inosl
beneficial among all such possible sets. For the evalu-
at, ion of these sets or goals, we introduce the concept

of precedence value 1)I~1 (p-vahu,). the sum of values 
the goals in P:l.

As in the previous case, where the value of a goal
was re-calc.lated in each iteration until it was theses,
pt~q will be re-calculatvd in each iteration as well. Each
such calculation requires tl,’ calcttlation of t.he values
of all of the goals in P.q. For this wv eml)loy Ihe cal-
culation inethods t)f the non-pre,’edence cas,~, wher,.
l"., I is substitut,~d into ¢;. The i,ternal [,rece,.h,vc~. or-
der within I~ is not consid~re, I regarding this value-
calculation since all of t.lae goals witltin I’ ml,st I>e.q
satisfied, if.t! is chosen. The distribut.ion of the cah’ula-
lions among the ag,:nts will be perforated its sugg,’sted
in the vahw-calculation section. In each iteration, th,,
best pV is chosen from atnong ;ill of the current /,V’s.
This implies that all of the goals in P will be satisfied.,q
as well. ,qince we introduced the notion I-’ a, we must
eml)hasize its difference from (/. which d,~not,~s th,. s,,t
of all of’ tht. goals that were not ),el p,-’rform,,d, ini-
tially. (7 im’h,h.s all of th,, goals that must be satisfied
I,y th,.’ agt’ilt-syst,’ill.

The agpnts may ,,it.h,’r llerforin all ~d’ the cah’ulat ions
coitcerning ea,:h goal !/ E t’; individually, or l.hoy ilia)"
distribute lliese cah’ul’~tions, but iii ,,ach ~,lel) of the
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algorithm (when necessary) agree upon the f~ to 
calculated.

All of the agents, sinlultaneously, should iteral,iw,ly
perfornl:

¯ (.;troll tile current stalus of capabilities: Vg E (; do

i. Conll)Ute greedily the values oF all of the goals in
I~ using the distribul,ed methods of the coalition
construction section, where tim input set el" goals
for the greedy cah’ulation is Pa"

2. If, in step l, all of the goals in Pg were attached a
coalition to perform thein, calculate lA’.q.

3. Otherwise, remow, g froilt (~.

¯ (’hoose the goal y" with the maximal 1’I" to be Imr-

formed together with all of its predecessors. For’in
the required coalitions. Remove g" aiid all of its pre-
decessors front (/and update the capalfility-w,t’tors
of the associated coalitions" meml)prs.

"Che above iterative I)rocetlure of calculating p-values
and costs, selecting the i)referr,~d coalitions for goal
satisfaction aml fi)rming them will be r(,peatod until
tllere art, no niore goals to he perfoi’nied in (/.

The modified ratio-bound and complexity

Th," original ratio-I),,Itnd calculatk, n is bas~-d Oil ih,.
concept of choosiilg tim lowest cost p~-It’h liliit’ ~liid
adding it to the I.utai cost. The niodificaiion.-> of the
coalit.ional valups cah’ulai.ion do not affect this concepl..
"l’her,,fore, the logaril.hnlic i’~tio-bouud of Ihv original
algorithtu is ilOt Inodifi,.d. hut t.he ratio-illililld i:,f the
p-rabies cc, nlribules auoiher Iogarilhni hilo lhv raii,)-
holind, I, hus yielding:

Q._"L < logu max(I(.’j!) (l;)
[) "~- t’~,,t --

Thv change in the calculation of coalitional vahu:.~
due to the precedeno, order im’reasos the conlputa-
lional comldexity. O(~l(;[ a) additional operations are
uecossary for the cah’ulation of each t,V. This shall
I)e llorfornled uI, Io I(;I i.illleS. ’l’hl’ overall a,l,litional
complexity is O(l(;li). I>.v which the conll,h,xily of the
original algoritlun shall be inultiplied. Thus. the ili.w
complexity is ()(nk ̄  i(.;Ir’).

Conclusion
In this paller wp i)reseniecl an algorii.hnl for coalition
fornlafion aintmg conipul.aiional agenls where niult.ilde
liit.ulherships ill c()aliiions are allowed. Tilt’ ;llgorithni
is sliiild)le [’c~r casvs whert’ tim a.gelits are inolivaivd in
il(’l in ordpr to iii;iXiiliiZl, llie benelils of thv sysloili
its a whoh’. I1. is InoSl apl,rOl,riatv for tim sililali(liis
in whh-h ihl, agents caunol, lmrfoi’in goals by Ihoin-
selves, llow,.~,’r, il ilia) illlprovo the elfh’h’ncy of gc.;tl-
salisfaelion wh,.u ih,, i)l’rforillalio " t,f single ;.lRciiis is
l,>wl,r than Ilit,ir i,,rl’ilrliialice wil.hin gl’OlillS. Th,’ ;ilgll-
riililn is also ad.iustc,I I.o <-asps in which lhe ~oals ha.v,.
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a precedence order, and agents can be involved in the
performance of more than one goal.

General task allocation problems are known as
(at least) NP-complete problems. We provide 
polynomial-conaplexity algorithm with sub-optimal re-
sults. The distribution of calculations is an outcome
of the algorithm characteristics, since each agent per-
forms mainly those calculations that are required for its
own actions during the process. In CaSkS with no prece-
dence order, this distribution method prevents most
of the calculations that may have been repealed by
individual agents, llowever, the last property is less
significant in the case of precedence-ordered goals.

The algorithm is an any-time algorithm. In the non-
precedence case the results, when halted, are of good
quality. In the precedencP-order case, better subgroups
of goals and coalitions are formed prior to others. How-
ever, if the algorithm is halu:d before the performance
of such a subgroup has been completed, the accumula-
tive value of the goals within the subgroup is not nec-
essarily the best. This means that although the any-
time property of the algorithm exists for both cases:
the case of precedence order may yield less beneficial
intervent.ion results. The any-time property of an algo-
rithm is important for dynamic environlnents, wherein
the time-period for negotiation and coalition-format ion
processes may be changed during the process.
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